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ABSTRACT

Determining the organisms present in a biosam-
ple has many important applications in agriculture,
wildlife conservation, and healthcare. Here, we de-
velop a universal fingerprint based on the identifi-
cation of short peptides that are unique to a spe-
cific organism. We define quasi-prime peptides as
sequences that are found in only one species, and
we analyzed proteomes from 21 875 species, from
viruses to humans, and annotated the smallest pep-
tide kmer sequences that are unique to a species
and absent from all other proteomes. We also per-
form simulations across all reference proteomes and
observe a lower than expected number of peptide
kmers across species and taxonomies, indicating an
enrichment for nullpeptides, sequences absent from
a proteome. For humans, we find that quasi-primes
are found in genes enriched for specific gene ontol-
ogy terms, including proteasome and ATP and GTP
catalysis. We also provide a set of quasi-prime pep-
tides for a number of human pathogens and model
organisms and further showcase its utility via two
case studies for Mycobacterium tuberculosis and
Vibrio cholerae, where we identify quasi-prime pep-
tides in two transmembrane and extracellular pro-
teins with relevance for pathogen detection. Our cat-
alog of quasi-prime peptides provides the smallest
unit of information that is specific to a single organ-
ism at the protein level, providing a versatile tool for
species identification.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in massively parallel DNA sequencing technolo-
gies have enabled the generation of reference genomes for
thousands of biological organisms, across viral, archaeal,
bacterial and eukaryotic species, enabling projects such as
the Darwin Tree of Life Project (1), which aims to sequence
>70 000 eukaryotic species. Through these large-scale col-
laborative efforts, the number of available proteomes has
also rapidly increased (2). The availability of multiple, di-
verse organismal proteomes increases our understanding of
evolution, including horizontal and vertical gene transfer,
selection pressures, taxonomic diversity, and how species
evolved new traits. There are also far ranging implica-
tions for human health, agriculture, pathogen diagnostics
and wildlife conservation. Specifically, the identification of
protein sequences that are species-specific can serve as a
fingerprint of an organism in a sample, and can enable
advances in pathogen detection and improved diagnostic
methods.

DNA oligonucleotide and oligopeptide sequences found
at genomic and proteomic sequences respectively are of-
ten referred to as kmers (substrings of length k of a se-
quence). Usage of kmers for research applications and
methods development has been particularly popular in re-
cent years due to their inherent advantages in overcoming
alignment requirements (3–5). A number of kmer-based ap-
plications have been developed, which include applications
in sequence quality control (6), in metagenomics classifica-
tion (5), in evolution studies (7) and to perform genome as-
sembly (8) among others.

The number of possible peptide kmers grows exponen-
tially with kmer length, but the likelihood of occurrence is
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not equal between different peptide kmers. The frequency
of a peptide kmer depends on a number of factors, includ-
ing the frequency of the constituent amino acids, their bio-
logical roles, or in the case of low frequency or absence, the
potentially deleterious effects to the cell or organism (9,10).
Peptides that are entirely absent from a proteome are re-
ferred to as nullpeptides, and an extreme case of nullpep-
tides are peptide primes, peptide kmers that are absent from
all known proteins (11). In our previous work we identified
140 308 851 nullpeptide primes; 36 081 six amino acids long
and 140 272 770 seven amino acids long, and showed that
nullpeptides are under negative selection (12).

Here, we identify the shortest set of peptide kmers that are
found in only one species and are absent in every other as-
sembled reference proteomes, termed quasi-prime peptides
(Figure 1). The detection of quasi-prime peptides could be
used to determine the presence of a particular species in a bi-
ological sample. Thus, these sequences are ideally suited for
the development of antibodies and other assays for discrim-
inating species. In addition, identification of species-specific
peptides could also inform us about the acquisition of new
traits and evolution. As a proof of concept, we characterize
human quasi-prime peptides, the genes that harbor them
and their locations in the human proteome. We also pro-
vide a set of quasi-prime peptides for 21 human pathogens,
including viral, bacterial and eukaryotic species, and for
model organisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteomic datasets

Reference proteomes were downloaded from UniProt
(https://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/
current release/knowledgebase/reference proteomes/
Reference Proteomes 2022 03.tar.gz, Release 2022 03,
19-Sep-2022) and included a total of 344 archaea, 8623
bacteria, 2119 eukaryota and 10 789 viral reference
proteomes.

Peptide kmer extraction

A peptide kmer K is found in the proteome P if there is at
least one location i in proteome P such as P[i:i + k] = K.
The peptide kmer K is absent from proteome P if there is
no such location, based on the current reference sequencing
of that proteome found in the UniProt database. For each
proteome in the database kmer extraction was performed
for kmer lengths up to and including seven amino acids.

The expected number of occurrences of each dipeptide
was estimated as the product of the frequency of the con-
stituent amino acids. The enrichment was calculated as the
observed to the expected ratio (Supplementary Figure S2).

Proteome simulations

Simulated proteomes were generated using Ushuffle (13)
for every reference proteome controlling for dipeptide con-
tent. For each simulated proteome peptide kmer extrac-
tion was performed for kmer lengths up to and including
seven amino acids and compared against the number of

kmers identified in the reference proteomes. For each pep-
tide kmer, the proportion of reference proteomes and the
proportion of simulated proteomes, in which it was found,
was compared and significance was estimated using bino-
mial tests with Bonferoni corrections, from which Figures
3A and B were generated. For each reference proteome and
each simulated proteome, the number of kmers identified
was compared, and significance was estimated using bino-
mial tests with Bonferoni corrections, from which Figure
2D was generated.

Quasi-prime peptide identification

Species quasi-prime peptides were defined as peptide se-
quences found in only one reference proteome, which were
absent in every other proteome analyzed. Taxonomic quasi-
prime peptides were defined as peptide sequences present
in at least one species of a taxonomy and absent from all
species outside that taxonomy.

Definition of species and taxonomic quasi-prime peptides

We have represented the proteome as a set of pro-
tein sequences P = {Bi | Bi = b1 b2 . . . bk, bm ∈
Lp f or m = 1, . . . , k} where alphabet Lp =
{G, A, L, M, F, W, K, Q, E, S, P, V, I, C, Y, H, R, N, D, T}
constitutes the standard amino acid code. We define
C = {PN1, PN2, . . . , PNk} the set of the k proteomes
analyzed, where PNi is the proteome of the i-th species an-
alyzed. For the purposes of this paper, a protein kmer is de-
fined as a short amino acid sequence K = k1k2 . . . kl with
length 1 ≤ l ≤ 7. We chose 7 as the ending point for our
analysis, as we identified that at this kmer length that at
this kmer length, every proteome exhibits a non-trivial
number of kmers, which would be necessary for subsequent
statistical analyses. We define K ∈ P if and only if there is
protein sequence A = α1α2 . . . αn ∈ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − l,
such as αiαi+1 . . . αi+l−1 = k1k2 . . . kl . We developed an
algorithm in Python that performs an exhaustive search
across input sequences A, identifying all protein kmers
such as K ∈ P.

Peptide kmer primes are kmers K P such as K P /∈
P ∀ proteome P. We use the entirety of proteomes found
in UniProt (see Materials and Methods → Proteomic
Datasets) as an approximation of the known proteome
space.

Expanding on the notion of primes, in this work we define
the set of peptide quasiprimes of a proteome Pi as Q =
{K | K ∈ Pi ∧ K /∈ Pj ∀ j �= i}.

Therefore, quasi-prime peptides represent the shortest
oligopeptides, which are unique to a species (Figure 1).

We define as T = {Ta1, Ta2, . . . , Tan} a taxonomy of
all known species. Taxonomic quasi-prime peptides of tax-
onomy Tj are short amino acid sequences K as defined
above, such that ∃proteome P ∈ Tj : K ∈ P ∧ K /∈
Q ∀ Q ∈ Tλ f or λ �= j .

Therefore, taxonomic quasi-primes represent the
oligopeptides which are unique to a taxonomy, that is
they appear at least once in a species belonging to that
taxonomy and they do not appear in any species belonging
to any other taxonomy.

https://ftp.uniprot.org/pub/databases/uniprot/current_release/knowledgebase/reference_proteomes/Reference_Proteomes_2022_03.tar.gz
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Figure 1. Identification of quasi-prime peptide sequences in individual species. Schematic depicting the detection of six-mer quasi-prime peptide sequences
in a species. All kmer peptides of a specific length are identified for each species across all reference proteomes. The kmer peptides that are shared between
multiple species are removed and only kmer peptides appearing in a single reference proteome are kept, constituting the set of quasi-prime peptides for
that species for that particular length. As an example, we show the hexapeptide CCQWGM that is found in the human reference proteome but is absent
from all other species in our database, therefore constituting a human quasi-prime peptide.

GO term analysis

A GO term analysis was performed for genes that con-
tained at least one quasi-prime peptide sequence in the ref-
erence human proteome with ShinyGO for GO Biological
Process, GO Molecular Process and GO Molecular Func-
tion (14). False discovery rate cutoff was set at 0.05, and
pathway size minimum of 2 and maximum of 2000 were
used.

Gene expression for quasi-prime

Expression levels of every protein-coding gene were mea-
sured across 54 tissues using GTeX consortium data RNA
consensus tissue gene data (The Human Protein Atlas ver-
sion 21.1 and Ensembl version 103.38) (15). Proteins were
separated into two groups, those containing quasi prime
peptides and those not containing quasi prime peptides.
Median expression was measured for each group across tis-
sues (Figure 4D) and statistical significance was estimated
with Mann–Whitney U tests (P-value < 0.01).

Structure predictions

Structure predictions were retrieved from AlphaFold Pro-
tein Structure Database (16) for PPE36 (UniProt accession
Q9KMU6) and PRTV (UniProt accession P96811). Visual-
ization was generated using UCSF ChimeraX (17).

RESULTS

Characterization of peptide kmer distribution patterns across
taxonomic proteomes

A proteome represents the set of proteins expressed by an
organism. We analyzed 21 875 reference proteomes across
all domains of life and viruses, processing 25 688 273 765
amino acids. These included reference proteomes for 344 ar-
chaea, 8623 bacteria, 2119 eukaryota and 10 789 viruses. We
first examined the frequency of each amino acid across all
reference proteomes. Even though the most frequent amino
acid in the three domains of life and viruses was leucine,
we observed distinct patterns of amino acid frequencies be-
tween proteomes (Figure 2A). The least frequent amino
acid was cysteine, with the exception of eukaryotes, in which
tryptophan was the least common (Figure 2A). We per-
formed a principal component analysis (PCA) on the amino
acid frequency across reference proteomes and found that
the first two principal components (PC1, PC2) explained
57.4% and 10.3% of the variance (Supplementary Figure
S1). We also observe that PC2 separates bacteria and eu-
karyotic proteomes (Supplementary Figure S1). We also
compared the frequencies for dipeptides across the do-
mains of life and viruses and found that multiple dipep-
tides were deviating significantly from the frequencies that
would be expected based on their constituent amino acids
(Supplementary Figure S2). For instance, the most enriched
dipeptides in archaea were Cysteine-Cysteine (CC) and
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Figure 2. Kmer content as a function of proteome length across organisms. (A) Frequency of individual amino acids across taxonomic subdivisions. (B)
Proportion of kmers found in each species for kmer lengths of five, six and seven amino acids across the taxonomic subdivisions. (C) Proportion of species
in which each peptide kmer is found in for kmer lengths of five, six and seven amino acids. The majority of peptide kmers are found in a minority of the
species studied across taxonomies. (D) Number of peptide kmers observed as a function of proteome size for kmer lengths of five, six and seven amino
acids. (E) Number of expected versus number of observed peptides for each reference proteome for kmer lengths of five, six and seven amino acids. Viral,
archaeal, eukaryotic and bacterial proteomes are colored with pink, blue, green and yellow respectively across figure panels.
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Cysteine-Proline (CP) with enrichments of 1.65-fold and
1.64-fold respectively. Among all dipeptides, CC was the
most enriched dipeptide in both bacteria and viruses. In
bacteria CC showed an 1.65-fold enrichment and in viruses
it showed an 1.55-fold enrichment (Supplementary Figure
S2). For eukaryotes Glutamine-Glutamine (QQ) had the
highest enrichment with a 1.41-fold enrichment (Supple-
mentary Figure S2). These results indicate that all three
domains of life and viruses have a background biased fre-
quency of amino acids and dipeptides. These findings also
indicate a preference for specific dipeptides across multi-
ple domains of life, such as for the CC dipeptide; which
likely reflect an evolutionary selection for certain dipep-
tides in proteins of species across multiple domains of
life.

Next, we identified all peptide kmers for lengths up to
seven amino acids for all available reference proteomes and
examined the distributions of peptide kmer occurrences
across the domains of life and viruses (Supplementary Fig-
ure S3a). The kmer length of seven amino acids was used as
the proportion of kmer space present in each proteome ref-
erence decreased to a small number after seven amino acids
(Figure 2B, C). We observed that the majority of kmers for
five to seven amino acids length are not observed in most
species and that the proportion of peptide kmers observed
declines with peptide kmer length (Figure 2C). This was
particularly the case for kmer lengths of six and seven amino
acids, indicating that at longer kmer lengths a larger pro-
portion of the kmer space is absent from a proteome. We
also calculated the number of different kmers observed as
a function of proteome size for peptide kmer lengths up to
seven amino acids (Figure 2D). We observed a strong cor-
relation between proteome size and the number of peptide
seven-mers identified across the studied organisms (Pear-
son r = 0.922, P-value < 0.001) and for individual domains,
namely archaea (Pearson r = 0.998, P-value < 0.001), bac-
teria (Pearson r = 0.999, P-value < 0.001), eukaryotes
(Pearson r = 0.816, P-value < 0.001) and viruses (Pearson
r = 0.999, P-value < 0.001).

In our previous work, we examined thirty species and
provided evidence for a higher number of nullpeptides than
expected by chance (12). However, the aforementioned re-
sults do not capture differences between the kmers that were
observed in individual organisms, and thus we compared
the number of expected versus the number of observed pep-
tide kmers for each species. Across both kmer lengths and
organisms we observed fewer kmers than expected, sug-
gesting an enrichment for nullpeptides across species and
taxonomic subdivisions (Figure 2E). Specifically, we found
77.62%, 84.60%, 92.10% and 4.91% of archaea, bacteria,
eukaryotic and viral species at which there were significantly
fewer peptide kmers observed than expected by chance for
kmer lengths of seven amino acids (binomial test with Bon-
ferroni corrected P-value, P-value < 0.05), whereas no cases
where more kmer peptides than expected by chance were
observed. Similar results were also obtained for five and six
amino acid kmer lengths. We conclude that there is a higher
frequency of nullpeptide sequences than expected by chance
across taxonomies, consistent with the notion that these se-
quences are subject to negative selection.

Enrichment and depletion patterns of individual kmer pep-
tides

Next, we set out to identify enrichment and depletion pat-
terns for peptide kmers at each individual species across all
available reference proteomes and across taxonomies. We
compared the frequency of each kmer peptide from five to
seven amino acids in length at each taxonomic subdivision,
to the expected frequency based on permutations of each
reference proteome. To that effect, we created a simulated
proteome for every single studied species accounting for the
dipeptide content of each protein (see Materials and Meth-
ods). For every kmer peptide, we calculated the number of
reference proteomes it appeared in and contrasted it to the
number of simulated proteomes it appears in. For this anal-
ysis we only count the number of reference proteomes (or
simulations) a kmer peptide appears in and not how many
times it appears in total within those species. For a substan-
tial proportion of kmer peptides, we found significant devi-
ations in the number of species they were present in when
contrasting reference and simulated proteomes, using bino-
mial tests with Bonferroni correction. For kmer peptides of
six amino acids we found 71 486, 121 629, 5 302 237 and
18 306 205 kmer peptides which were differentially enriched
in simulations or reference proteomes, representing 0.11%,
0.19%, 8.29% and 28.60% of the kmer space in viruses, ar-
chaea, bacteria and eukaryotes respectively (binomial test,
Bonferroni correction, P-value <0.05, Figure 3A, B; Table
1). Similar results were found for five and seven amino acid
kmers (Table 1). Interestingly, in eukaryotes there were sig-
nificantly more kmers that were depleted in the reference
proteomes relative to the simulated proteomes, whereas in
viruses, bacteria and archaea there were more kmers that
were enriched in the reference proteomes relative to the
simulated proteomes (Figure 3A, B, binomial test, Bonfer-
roni corrected P-values). Archaea and viruses displayed the
largest biases, with 99.9% of the peptide kmers with a bi-
ased number of occurrences between reference proteomes
and simulations, being more frequently observed than ex-
pected by chance. These results suggest that for a large pro-
portion of reference proteomes across taxonomic subdivi-
sions the peptide space is being utilized more optimally than
expected by chance.

Identification of taxonomic quasi-prime peptides

To identify taxonomic quasi-prime peptides, we anno-
tated quasi-primes that are unique for particular domains
of life, meaning peptide sequences that can only be ob-
served in species that are eukaryotic, bacterial, archaeal,
or viral, but not in two or more of the aforementioned
groups (see Materials and Methods). For kmer lengths
of five amino acids, we found that the median number
of different kmers observed for viral, archeal, bacterial
and eukaryotic proteomes was 4812, 421 305, 676 750
and 1 724 129 respectively (Figure 2C). When combin-
ing the kmers observed across species in each taxon-
omy, the five-mers present in each taxonomy constituted
96.97%, 96.60%, 99.999% and 100% of the five-mer space
(Supplementary Figure S3). For peptide kmer lengths
of five amino acids, we identified thirteen quasi-prime
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Figure 3. Taxonomic quasi-prime peptide sequences. (A) Percentage of reference proteomes and simulated reference proteomes in which each kmer was
found for archaea, eukaryotes, viruses and bacteria. (B) Volcano plot showing the observed over expected and observed ratio of kmer occurrences in each
taxonomy for kmer length of five amino acids. Binomial test with Bonferroni correction was used to estimate statistical significance. (C) Proportion of
amino acids in observed peptide kmers and eukaryotic quasi-prime peptide kmers for five amino acid kmer length. (D) Frequency of taxon-specific quasi-
primes in species within that taxon for kmer lengths of six amino acids. (E) Venn diagram showing number of shared kmers between taxonomies for kmer
lengths of five, six and seven amino acids.
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Figure 4. Statistics of quasi-prime sequences in the human proteome. (A–C) GO term analysis for human quasi-primes of seven amino acids length.
(A) Biological processes, (B) cellular components and (C) molecular function GO terms are displayed. (D) Median expression levels as measured with
transcripts per million for genes harboring quasi prime peptides and all other genes in 54 tissues. The results shown are for sevenmer quasi prime peptides.
(E) Amino acid frequency profile of sevenmer quasi prime peptides across human pathogen species. (F, G) AlphaFold structure predictions of PPE36 (F)
from Mycobacterium tuberculosis and PRTV (G) from Vibrio cholerae. The protein sequences along with the ribbon representations of quasi-prime peptides
of seven amino acids length (pink).
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Table 1. Comparison of kmer frequency in reference proteomes and
simulated proteomes in bacteria, archaea, eukaryotes and viruses. Statisti-
cal significance was estimated with binomial tests and P-values were Bon-
ferroni corrected and significantly biased kmer peptides had adjusted P-
values < 0.05

Taxonomy
Kmer
length

Number of
kmers

significantly
more frequent
than expected

Number of
kmers

significantly
less frequent

than expected

Total number
of kmers with
a bias in the
number of

occurrences

Bacteria 5 387831 731794 1119625
Archaea 5 30056 1110 31166
Viruses 5 33816 4752 38568
Eukaryotes 5 182962 1121963 1304925
Bacteria 6 3289244 2012993 5302237
Archaea 6 121524 105 121629
Viruses 6 71482 4 71486
Eukaryotes 6 3797790 14508415 18306205
Bacteria 7 14974612 4150832 19125444
Archaea 7 607597 321 607918
Viruses 7 241638 8 241646
Eukaryotes 7 15516314 3690345 19206659

peptides in eukaryotes, but no quasi-prime peptides were
observed in the other taxonomic subdivisions. The amino
acids that were enriched in the thirteen eukaryotic quasi-
primes were cysteine, tryptophan, methionine and histidine
(Figure 3C).

For kmer lengths of six amino acids, we found that
the median number of different kmers observed for vi-
ral, archeal, bacterial and eukaryotic proteomes was 4817,
550 801, 1 016 001 and 4 030 763 respectively (Figure 2C).
For six-mers present in each taxonomic subdivision we ob-
served that they constituted 48.83%, 53.69%, 98.21% and
99.43% of six-mer space (Supplementary Figure S3). Sim-
ilarly, for the kmer length of seven amino acids, we found
that 5.54%, 8.65%, 58.93% and 73.40% of the kmer space
was identified within viral, archeal, bacterial and eukary-
otic proteomes respectively (Supplementary Figure S3). We
also identified the taxonomic quasi-prime peptide kmers
at six amino acids length across the four categories, with
2691 viral, 1715 archaeal, 141 703 bacterial, 954 487 eu-
karyotic and quasi-prime peptides representing 0.0042%,
0.00268%, 0.22% and 1.49% of the peptide six-mer space.
The amino acids that were the most over-represented in
taxonomic quasi-prime peptides were cysteine, tryptophan,
methionine and histidine across all subdivisions (Supple-
mentary Figure S4).

We also observed large differences in the number of taxo-
nomic quasi prime peptides observed when comparing tax-
onomies and in the proportion of species harboring each of
the taxonomic quasi-primes (Figure 3D, E). For instance,
for peptide kmer lengths of six amino acids the viral, ar-
chaeal, eukaryotic and bacterial quasi-primes ranged in
the proportion of species they were found in (Figure 3D)
and the most frequent taxonomic quasi-prime was found
in 0.573%, 15.99%, 24.86% and 44.43%, and of the species
within the taxonomy respectively, giving us insight about
kmers that are very common within a taxonomy but absent
from all the others.

Identification of species-specific quasi-prime peptides

We next set out to identify quasi-prime peptides for spe-
cific species. To do this, we developed custom algorithms
that identify quasi-prime peptides and performed subse-
quent analyses. The code utilized in this process is available
in Github and can be adapted for use with any proteomic
dataset (see Materials and Methods).

As a case study, we consider the set of human quasi-prime
peptides. We found 107 peptides of length six and 273 741
peptides of length seven that were unique to the human ref-
erence proteome. We performed a GO-term analysis for the
7826 genes where these six and seven quasi-peptides appear
and found an enrichment for peptidase and ATP and GTP
catalysis molecular GO terms and ciliary and microtubule
cellular and biological GO terms (Figure 4A–C). In addi-
tion, we examined the expression levels of proteins with and
without quasi-prime peptides across 54 human tissues. We
found that quasi-prime peptides containing proteins show
higher expression levels than proteins that do not contain
quasi-prime peptides across tissues (Mann–Whitney U test,
P-value < 0.001, Figure 4D). These results were obtained at
the transcript level; previously deviations between the rela-
tive concentration at the transcript and protein level have
been reported (18) and we therefore cannot rule out differ-
ences at the proteome level.

We also performed quasi-prime peptide extractions in
two other primate species, Bonobo and Gorilla (Supple-
mentary Figure S5), and performed similar GO-term anal-
yses. In Gorilla we found similar GO terms to humans,
including ATP and GTP catalysis, cilia and microtubules
(Supplementary Figure S6). In Bonobo we observed anti-
gen processing and presentation, cell adhesion, membrane,
microtubule and terms associated with ATP and GTP catal-
ysis (Supplementary Figure S6). These results indicate that
quasi primes in primates are more frequently observed in
proteins with similar processes and function and could be
the result of rapid, adaptive evolution at these sequences.
We also performed quasi-prime peptide extractions on eight
model organisms (Table 2). The number of quasi-prime pep-
tides identified ranged between 19 and 111 for yeast and C.
elegans respectively at six amino acids kmer length, while for
seven amino acids there were several thousand quasi-prime
peptides. We also performed GO term analyses for two
model organisms namely, yeast and C. elegans. In yeast we
observe terms associated with cell cycle and plasma mem-
brane among others Supplementary Figure S7a), whereas
in C. elegans, we observe enrichment for terms associated
with detection of chemical stimuli, the plasma membrane
and sensory perception (Supplementary Figure S7b). There
is evidence supporting strong positive selection for sensory
perception genes in C. elegans (19), reinforcing the notion
that quasi-prime peptides are also associated with rapid,
adaptive evolution.

Human pathogen-associated quasi-primes

Quasi primes can serve as an efficient diagnosis tool, allow-
ing the detection of specific pathogens. To showcase this,
we next characterized quasi-prime peptides for different
types of common or deadly human pathogens, including
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Table 2. Quasi-primes in model organisms. The number of quasi-prime
peptides for each species across multiple taxonomic subdivisions for kmer
peptide length of six amino acids

Species

Number of
six-mer

quasi-prime
peptides

Number of
seven-mer

quasi-prime
peptides

Drosophila melanogaster 28 25463
Arabidopsis thaliana 109 67291
Danio rerio 123 107799
Rattus norvegicus 78 46684
Mus musculus 106 26039
Xenopus tropicalis 104 109883
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 19 19385
Caenorhabditis elegans 111 116664

Table 3. Identification of quasi-primes in human pathogens. The number
of quasi-prime peptides for each species across multiple taxonomic subdi-
visions for kmer peptide length of six and seven amino acids

Species
Taxonomic
subdivision

Six-mer
quasi-prime

peptides

Seven-mer
quasi-prime

peptides

Salmonella bongori Bacterium 11 5718
Salmonella enterica Bacterium 7 2613
Vibrio cholerae Bacterium 8 7700
Severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2

Virus 0 131

Neisseria gonorrhoeae Bacterium 2 1845
Neisseria meningitidis Bacterium 0 1859
Mycobacterium leprae Bacterium 2 2137
Necator americanus Eukaryote 66 58794
Mycobacterium
tuberculosis

Bacterium 4 1850

Bacillus anthracis Bacterium 5 7493
Yersinia pestis Bacterium 0 7595
Francisella tularensis Bacterium 4 5221
Staphylococcus aureus Bacterium 2 5685
Campylobacter jejuni Bacterium 1 3338
Legionella pneumophila Bacterium 10 9854
Candida auris Eukaryote 9 23335
Sporothrix insectoru Eukaryote 59 43339
Sporothrix schenckii Eukaryote 30 36957
Leishmania major Eukaryote 45 27181
Zaire ebolavirus Virus 0 6
Echinococcus granulosus Eukaryote 87 67264

6 eukaryotic, 13 prokaryotic and 1 viral species (Table 3).
For each of these species, we extracted the set of quasi-prime
peptides at six and seven amino acids kmer length (Table
3). We examined the amino acid content of the set of quasi
primes in each of these pathogens and observed that across
them tryptophan and cysteine were highly enriched (Figure
4E), consistent with our results obtained from taxonomic
quasi primes (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4).

We performed two case studies to showcase the existence
of quasi-prime peptides in extracellular or transmembrane
proteins of human pathogens. For Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis, we identified a quasi-prime peptide in the protein
PPE36 (Figure 4F). This protein is a transmembrane pro-
tein that is required for heme utilization by M. tubercu-
losis (20), can inhibit M1 polarization of macrophages, is
immunogenic against antibodies from sera of pulmonary
tuberculosis patients, and reduces the expression of pro-
inflammatory cytokines (21). For Vibrio cholerae, we found

a quasi-prime peptide in the virulence factor PRTV, an ex-
tracellular protease that was found to induce cytotoxic ef-
fects in human intestinal cell lines and contributes to sur-
vival against bacterivorous organisms (22,23) (Figure 4G).
These sets of quasi primes provide a dataset for the small-
est proteomic unit that is unique to each of these human
pathogens.

DISCUSSION

Identification of universal fingerprints could enable the
detection of organisms in a sample with increased sensi-
tivity and specificity, with multiple potential applications
in agriculture and healthcare. The identification of quasi-
prime peptides, which we define and identify here for the
first time, enables the derivation of peptide sequences that
are unique to a particular species of interest and absent
from all other reference proteomes. Therefore, identifica-
tion of quasi-prime peptides could have direct implications
in the development of more reliable and accurate organis-
mal detection methods, such as those using antibodies, mass
spectrometry based technologies and biosensors (24). Cur-
rently, detection with cell culturing and microscopy based
technologies is relatively robust but slow (25,26), whereas
immunological-based methods can have limitations in the
sensitivity and specificity (27). These limitations often stem
from the antigen-antibody reaction and the cross-reactivity
of the antibody with other antigens in a sample.

Quasi-prime peptide sequences could enable real-time or-
ganismal detection with potentially higher sensitivity and
specificity due to their unique peptide sequence content. We
generated a quasi-prime profile of multiple model organ-
isms, as well as for a number of human pathogens. In ad-
dition, we provide software that can be utilized to generate
quasi-primes for any organism of interest. We also find that
the number of quasi-prime peptides obtained increases ex-
ponentially with peptide length and that the genes that har-
bor them have associations with particular GO terms. We
also define and identify taxonomic quasi-prime peptides,
which enable the identification of peptide sequences derived
from a set of organisms, which should be absent from organ-
isms which are not part of this taxonomy. Furthermore, we
observe that across the examined taxonomies and species,
the number of nullpeptides that we observe is larger than
expected by chance, supporting our previous observation
across 29 proteomes (12), indicating negative selection con-
straints against certain peptide sequences.

The number of sequenced genomes to date represents
only a small fraction of the available genome diversity found
in nature. As the number of available reference proteomes
will increase over the next few years, additional proteomes
could result in the elimination of quasi-prime peptide se-
quences. However, our computational framework will still
be applicable, so the collections presented here can easily be
updated. Another limitation specific to the reference pro-
teome analysis for the derivation of quasi-prime peptides
is due to alternative splicing and protein isoform forma-
tion, which in future work could be accounted for. Also,
the addition of missing proteins in future updates of the
UniProt database could result in the elimination of a sub-
set of quasi-prime peptides detected. Genomic variants in
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populations and sequencing errors could also result in the
false identification of quasi-primes. In a practical situation,
however, one is likely to rely on hundreds or thousands of
peptides and it is unlikely that the potential source of er-
ror will cumulatively affect more than a few percent of the
quasi-primes for a given species.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The peptide kmer extraction can be performed via the Enu-
merateNullomers function of the Nullomerator package
developed at: https://github.com/Ahituv-lab/Nullomerator.

The code for quasi-prime extraction and sub-
sequent analysis can be found found at: https:
//github.com/Georgakopoulos-Soares-lab/quasi-prime-
peptides and https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7789097.
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